With the rise of experimental research in the social sciences, numerous methods to elicit and classify people's risk attitudes in the laboratory have evolved. However, evidence suggests that people's attitudes towards risk may change considerably when measured with dierent methods. Based on a with-subject experimental design using four widespread risk preference elicitation methods, we nd that dierent procedures indeed give rise to considerably varying estimates of individual and aggregate level risk preferences. Conducting simulation exercises to obtain benchmarks for subjects' behavior, we nd that the observed heterogeneity in risk preference estimates across methods looks qualitatively similar to the heterogeneity arising from independent random draws from choices in the experimental tasks, despite signicantly positive correlations between tasks. Our study, however, provides evidence that subjects are surprisingly well aware of the variation in the riskiness of their choices. We argue that this calls into question the common interpretation of variation in revealed risk preferences as being inconsistent.
Introduction
Risk is an integral part of many economic decisions and, thus, has been considered a key building block of economic theory (Arrow, 1965) . As a consequence, the question how to properly elicit and classify individuals' risk preferences is of vital importance in academic research. In experimental economics and psychology, irrespective of dierences in their approach, incentiviced risk preference elicitation tasks have evolved as widely accepted tools to measure and assess individual-level attitudes towards risk. While economists and psychologists have developed a variety of competing methodologies, a consensus on which of the elicitation procedures gives rise to the most accurate estimates of individual-level risk preferences has not been reached yet (Charness et al., 2013) . Facing this pluralism of methods, pragmatism prevails among researchers when choosing among various competing methods. The implicit assumption behind this common practice is the procedural invariance axiom, which states that normatively equivalent elicitation methods should give rise to the same preference ordering (Tversky et al., 1988) . The experimenter's choice of which method to use should thus not systematically aect participants' revealed risk preferences. However, experimental evidence, reviewed in detail in Section 2, suggests that participants' attitudes towards risk may vary considerably when measured with dierent elicitation methods-a nding recently referred to as the "risk elicitation puzzle" .
Given the abundance of experimental ndings on variations of risk preferences across methods, the following question arises: How can we assess whether subjects would actually want to choose invariably across task but are driven towards inconsistent decisions by external factors, or, whether dierent methods rather stimulate diverging preference revelations? In other words, how can we assess whether we are facing inconsistent behavior or rather varying (sets of) preferences of experimental subjects? The path taken in this paper takes into account the subjective point of view of the experimental participants: In addition to incentivized risk preference elicitation methods, our experimental protocol comprises survey items, which allow for examining whether participants are aware of the risk levels they take in the dierent tasks.
In particular, in our experimental study we use a within-subject design incorporating four widely used risk preference elicitation methods: (i) the "bomb" risk elicitation task (Crosetto and Filippin, 2013) , the certainty equivalent method (Abdellaoui et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 1987; Dohmen et al., 2010) , a multiple choice list between pairs of lotteries Laury, 2002, 2005) , and a single choice list (Binswanger, 1980 (Binswanger, , 1981 Grossman, 2002, 2008) . In order to obtain a more encompassing picture of across-methods variation in risk preferences, we study a set of intra-and inter-subject measures. We observe that subjects' revealed preferences are consistent in less than 50% of pairwise comparisons of methods. Conducting simulation exercises to obtain benchmarks for subjects' behavior, we nd that the observed heterogeneity of risk preference estimates across methods looks qualitatively similar to the heterogeneity arising from independent random draws from choices in the experimental tasks, despite signicantly positive correlations in risk-taking between the tasks. While we report evidence for substantial across-methods variation in risk-taking behavior, our main result is that subjects' assessments of the riskiness of their choices is signicantly related to the risk preference estimates across the dierent tasks. Thus, subjects seem to be well aware of their seemingly inconsistent choices across methods. In the light of these results, we argue that the observed variation in revealed preferences cannot be straightforwardly interpreted as being inconsistent.
Despite being a common assumption in experimental economics and psychology, the procedural invariance axiom is challenged by a vast number of ndings reporting variations in revealed risk preferences across dierent elicitation methods. Yet, it is not per se clear where these variations stem from: (i) The decision environment implied by dierent risk preference elicitation methods might stimulate different preferences in subjects. If this should be the case, the procedural invariance axiom is directly challenged; and indeed, calling procedural invariance into question dates back to early systematic examinations of preference reversals (see e.g. Tversky et al., 1988; Tversky and Thaler, 1990) . (ii) If a subject's choices in two tasks can be described by dierent risk preferences, her behavior might be inconsistent-a term abundantly used in the literature. However, it is not immediately obvious what the term inconsistent should refer to in terms of choice behavior. As argued by Sen (1993) , "the basic diculty arises from the implicit presumption underlying that approach that acts of choices are, on their own, like statements which can contradict, or be consistent with, each other. " To assess consistency of behavior, eventually, one needs to invoke a theory upon which choices can be interpreted as contradictory (Sugden, 1991) . This is an essential insight, not least regarding the risk elicitation puzzle, as it illustrates that one can only assess the consistency of choices across dierent methods on the basis of some underlying theoretical framework. Part of this theoretical framework is the procedural invariance axiom, which allows for evaluating diverging behavior as inconsistent under the assumption that dierent methods should elicit the same preferences. If this assumption is omitted, i.e., if we suppose that dierent preference relations dictate choices across dierent methods, the classication of inconsistent behavior becomes obsolete. The results reported in our paper should serve as an invitation to reconsider and reassess the assumption of procedural invariance of methods.
Related Literature
Following the existing literature, in this section we refer to behavior revealing varying risk preferences as "inconsistent" without thereby adopting an interpretation of the observed behavior. 1
The question whether dierent experimental procedures to measure individual risk attitudes give rise to the same revealed preferences dates back more than 50 years. Slovic (1964) , to the best of our knowledge, was rst to challenge the standard assumption of procedural invariance by concluding that "the domain of risk taking behavior may not be as conceptually unitary as many psychologists would like to believe. " An early study by Slovic (1972a) comparing attitudes towards risk using two dierent procedures corroborates the skepticism about method invariance by emphasizing low levels of inter-measure correlation. Slovic (1972a,b) argues that dierent procedures trigger dierent processing of information about probabilities and payos and that situation specicity is a crucial dimension of risk-taking behavior.
Almost three decades later, the question whether risk preferences are properly modelled as a generally stable personality trait has been revisited. Using a rst price auction and a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak procedure (; Becker et al., 1964) , Isaac and James (2000) nd that the rank-order of revealed preferences across individuals is not preserved across the two institutions. Berg et al. (2005) substantiate these results in a non-parametric framework, comparing revealed risk preferences in a -mechanism, an English clock auction, and a rst price auction. In a similar manner, several more recent studies investigate across-methods consistency of risk preferences utilizing multiple price list formats. Anderson and Mellor (2009) show that subjects do not reveal stable risk preferences across an incentivized price list (; Holt and Laury, 2002) and an unincentivized survey on hypothetical gambles. Bruner (2009) reports pronounced inconsistencies in choices between two price lists with the same expected payos, only altering whether lotteries vary in payo or probability. Hey et al. (2009) examine stability of revealed preferences across four dierent elicitation methods and conclude that the dierences in the methods' noisiness and bias might account for inconsistencies. Dave et al. (2010) and Reynaud and Couture (2012) compare risk preferences estimated with the -method and the single choice list procedure introduced by Eckel and Grossman (2002) . Both studies report substantial dierences in estimated risk coecients. While Dave et al. (2010) suggest that inter-subject dierences in risk preference estimates can partly be attributed to a lack of numeracy, Reynaud and Couture (2012) argue that preference instability across methods relates to non-expected utility preferences (Starmer, 2000) and context-dependent preferences (Weber et al., 2002) .
Relating to this discussion, Dohmen et al. (2011) nd that participants' willingness to take risk varies with context, but are largely correlated. They suggest that elicited risk measures contain a contextspecic component, but also a common trait that underlies the responses in the dierent contexts. In a similar vein, Lévy- Garboua et al. (2012) provide evidence that the rate of inconsistent choices varies for dierent frames of the same lottery choice experiment (see also Meraner et al., 2018) . Deck et al. (2013) do not nd evidence that domain specicity explains the observed variation in revealed risk preferences across four elicitation methods and additional survey questions. Relating to the discussion of a stable risk-preference trait, Frey et al. (2017) report experimental evidence that a general factor of risk preferences explains a substantial part of the variance in questionnaires, but less so in experimental methods. Moreover, they report notable inconsistencies in revealed preferences across eight incentivized experimental methods and self-reported questionnaires, with the latter showing more internal consistency (see also Mata et al., 2018) .
Alternative explanations of the observed inconsistencies across tasks are provided in a between-subject analysis by Crosetto and Filippin (2015) . Even accounting for task-specic measurement errors, they report substantial variation in risk preference estimates across four elicitation methods and discuss potential explanations based on the availability of a safe option and the dierence between a single-and a multiple-choice environment. Dulleck et al. (2015) nd that between-subject consistency is higher compared to within-subject consistency. Similarly to Crosetto and Filippin (2015) , Pedroni et al. (2017) nd substantial inconsistency across six risk elicitation mechanisms even when controlling for measurement errors and subjects' numeracy. Furthermore, they do not nd support for the assumption that dierent subjects consistently decide according to Expected Utility or Prospect Theory across tasks. In a recent experimental study with six elicitation methods, Friedman et al. (2018) nd that an expected utility framework decently explains subject behavior in revealing risk preferences except for acrossmethods inconsistency. The authors further report that some of the inconsistencies can be explained by characteristics of the elicitation methods, such as spatial representation or whether prices or probabilities are varied. Similalry, using two risk elicitation methods by Wakker and Denee (1996) and Tanaka et al. (2010) , Bauermeister et al. (2017) report inconsistencies in revealed preferences as well as in revealed probability weightings of the lotteries used.
Overall, the reported correlations between risk-taking behavior in dierent methods tend to be positive and signicant, indicating that a certain degree of preference stability cannot be readily dismissed as spurious associations. Moreover, there is some evidence of higher correlations between similar methods (see, e.g., Harrison and Ruström, 2008) and outcomes (see, e.g., Ruggeri and Coretti, 2015) . Though, as argued above, it is not clear how to interpret the observed behavior in terms of (in)consistency. It is important to understand whether the literature actually reports on inconsistent behavior or rather on varying preferences of experimental subjects. The primary goal of our study is not to add to the pile of evidence of seemingly inconsistent behavior, but rather to contribute to the understanding of the observed across-method variation in risk preferences. Our main contribution to the literature is to argue that participants in our experiment are well aware of the riskiness associated with their choices and, thus, that their behavior should not be readily interpreted as inconsistent.
Experimental Design
We conducted ten experimental sessions with a total of 198 participants (55% female; age: m = 22.9 years, sd = 2.5) in the Innsbruck EconLab. The experiment was computerized using oTree (Chen et al., 2016) , utilizing the ready-made applications for risk preference elicitation methods by Holzmeister and Pfurtscheller (2016) and Holzmeister (2017) . Participants -bachelor and master students from various elds of study -were recruited using hroot (Bock et al., 2014) . Upon arrival in the laboratory, participants were seated randomly and asked to start the experiment after carefully reading the instructions on screen. Experimental sessions were conducted in German, took approximately 40 minutes, and were all administered by the same experimenters. Participants received an average payment of e21.35 including a show-up fee of e4.00 (sd = e6.25, min = e8.00, max = e38.50).
We used a within-subject design to measure individual-level risk preferences in four dierent risk elicitation methods, all of which are commonly applied in economic and social science experiments: (i) the "bomb" risk elicitation task, the certainty equivalent method, a multiple choice list between pairs of lotteries, and a single choice list. Since numerous methods have been introduced to measure risk preferences in the lab, our selection necessarily involves a moment of arbitrariness. However, the four risk preference elicitation tasks included in our study continue to be among the most popular and most widely used ones, despite the fact that correlations between the dierent measures reported in the literature are usually rather low (Deck et al., 2013) . Thus, we deem our choice a good starting point for our analysis. The parametrization of each task has been mapped to the lottery payos and probabilities proposed in the original articles but were scaled in such a way that the expected payos of a risk neutral decision maker are similar across tasks (≥ e12.00). The instructions for each of the elicitation methods were displayed just before participants were asked to make their choice(s) in the particular decision problem. Translated instructions and screenshots of the entire experiment are provided in the Electronic Supplementary Material.
To avoid order and learning eects across tasks (see, e.g., Carlsson et al., 2012) , each participant faced a random sequence of the four risk preference elicitation methods. 2 To avoid portfolio-building and crosstask contamination eects (see, e.g., Cubitt et al., 1998; Harrison and Ruström, 2008) , a random lottery incentive system was implemented, i.e., only one of the four tasks was randomly chosen for a subject's nal payment (Azrieli et al., 2018) . 3 A persistent phenomenon in choice list elicitation procedures is the observation of multiple switching behavior (see, e.g., Bruner, 2011) , violating monotonicity and transitivity of revealed preferences and, thus, the paradigm of utility maximization. As our intent is to examine (in)consistency between rather than within tasks, we enforced a single switching point in the two multiple price list tasks ( and ) as proposed by Andersen et al. (2006) and utilized by Jacobson and Petrie (2009) and Tanaka et al. (2010) among others. 4
Elicitation methods
In the following, (x, p; y) denotes a two-outcome lottery that assigns probability p to outcome x and probability 1 ≠ p to outcome y. Subscripts h and l refer to "high" and "low" lottery outcomes, respectively.
The "bomb" risk elicitation task (). The is a visual risk preference elicitation method requiring subjects to decide on how many boxes to collect out of a matrix containing n boxes. Each box collected yields a payo "; but in one of the boxes a "bomb" is hidden, destroying all prospective earnings. Thus, potential earnings increase linearly, but are zero if the bomb is contained in one of the collected boxes. By this means, the elicits (within-method) consistent decisions in n + 1 lotteries ("k, (n≠k) /n; 0) and measures individual-level risk attitudes by a single parameter k oe {0, 1, . . . , n}, the number of boxes collected. As in Crosetto and Filippin (2013) , boxes were collected dynamically and randomly with a time interval of one second for each box once the "Start" button was hit until the "Stop" button was hit. 5 The location of the bomb has only been revealed at the end of the task. In our experiment, we set n to 100 and " to e0.50, implying an expected payo of e12.50 for a risk neutral decision maker.
Certainty equivalent method (). The elicits the point of indierence between a xed risky lottery L A = (a h , p; a l ) with a h > a l and n varying degenerated lotteries, i.e., sure payos L B i = (b i , 1), with a h AE b i AE a l for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We implement the parametrization used by Abdellaoui et al. (2011) with n = 9 binary choices scaled by a factor of 0.5, i.e., a h = e15.00, a l = e5.00, and b i = {e5.00, e6.25, . . . , e15.00}. A risk neutral subject expects to earn e11.39.
Multiple price list (). The is characterized by a set of ten binary choices between lotteries with xed payos but varying probabilities of high and low outcomes for each choice. That is, subjects face a menu of n binary choices between lottery L A i = (a h , p i ; a l ) and lottery
We use the parametrization with n = 10 lotteries as proposed by Holt and Laury (2002) but scaled the payos by a factor of 5, i.e., a h = e19.25, a l = e0.50, b h = e10.00, and b l = e8.00 with p i = {0.10, 0.20, . . . , 1.00}. A risk neutral individual expects a payo of e12.14.
Single choice list (). The oers subjects a menu of dierent lotteries, asking them to choose the one they prefer to be played. The menu consists of six lotteries which are similar to the implementation proposed by Grossman (2002, 2008) : L 1 = (e9.00, 0.50; e9.00), L 2 = (e7.50, 0.50; e12.00), L 3 = (e6.00, 0.50; e15.00), L 4 = (e4.50, 0.50; e18.00), L 5 = (e3.00, 0.50; e21.00), and L 6 = (e0.00, 0.50; e24.00). Note that lotteries L 5 and L 6 have the same expected payo but dier in standard deviation.
That is, choosing L 5 implies that the decision maker is either (weakly) risk averse or risk-neutral; choosing L 6 reveals risk neutrality or risk seeking preferences. Hence, a risk neutral decision maker opts either for lottery L 5 or lottery L 6 , implying an expected payo of e12.00.
Questionnaires
To relate the observed behavior in the four elicitation methods to subjects' perception of the tasks' characteristics as well as their comprehension and numeracy, the experimental protocol comprised several additional questionnaires. Details on the questionnaires and subjects' responses are provided in Sections A.1, A.2, and A.3 in the Appendix. Note that the survey items were not incentivized. Thus, our approach of combining experimental with questionnaire data is somewhat exploratory in nature. However, given the vast number of puzzling ndings on the instability of risk preferences in the literature and the lack of a consistent interpretation thereof, such an exploratory approach can be useful to shed some light on potential mechanisms driving across-methods instability.
Directly after a decision in any of the four tasks has been submitted, participants were asked to assess how risky they perceive their decision to be and how condent they feel about the particular choice they made. Each decision was depicted, as participants have just completed it, on a separate screen and questions were answered on a scale from 1 ("not at all risky/condent") to 7 ("very risky/condent"). 6 On the premise that subjects' risk preferences are a stable trait, one would expect to observe identicalor at least similar-assessments of the riskiness of choices across the four tasks on the individual level.
To examine whether insucient comprehension of the elicitation procedures gives rise to increased across-methods variation in revealed risk preferences, the experimental protocol included comprehension questions and an 8-item Rasch-validated numeracy inventory (Weller et al., 2013) . For the comprehension questions, subjects were shown a screenshot of the risk neutral decision in each of the four tasks and were asked to estimate (i) the expected payo, (ii) the probability to earn less than e5.50, and (iii) the probability to earn more than e14.50. Given the assumption that participants' choices are dictated by some latent, deterministic preference relation, mistakes in evaluating the available lottery choices might impair across-methods consistency. We, thus, conjecture that the likelihood of making mistakes is negatively related to subject's numeracy and comprehension of tasks. Accordingly, we expect to observe a negative relation between across-methods preference variation and comprehension and numeracy, respectively.
Moreover, we elicited several qualitative judgments on how subjects perceive the tasks relative to the other methods. After completing all elicitation methods, subjects were therefore presented with additional questionnaires, requiring them to explicitly compare the four elicitation methods with regards to various dimensions on a single screen. In particular, we asked participants to evaluate each of the four elicitation methods with respect to (i) whether the instructions are easy to understand, (ii) whether answering the task involves complex calculations, (iii) whether the task is boring, and (iv) whether the decision problem is associated with an investment, gambling, or insurance domain. Each of the questions (i) to (iii) was answered on a scale from 1 ("not agree at all') to 7 ("fully agree"). For answering question (iv), subjects had to indicate whether they associate the task with the investment, gambling, or insurance domain using a drop-down eld. We hypothesize to nd more noisy behavior within tasks that are perceived to be complex. Furthermore, subjects' association with a specic domain serves as a means to examine whether revealed risk preferences are domain-specic. We conjecture to nd less variation in revealed preferences for elicitation methods that are assigned to the same domains compared to elicitation methods that are associated with dierent domains.
Analysis framework
For the analysis of the experimental data, we assume an expected utility theory () framework. To estimate risk preferences, we assume a standard isoelastic utility function-a member of the family of power utility functions-of the form
which is characterized by constant relative risk aversion (). This specication of utility curvature has been widely used in economics and related elds and has been shown to typically better t experimental data than alternative families (Camerer and Ho, 1994; Wakker, 2008) .
To examine whether variation in revealed preferences is correlated with explanatory measures elicited in the questionnaires, an individual-level measure of the across-methods stability of revealed preferences is required. Note that the assumption of a parametric functional form of a participant's utility function implies that observed choices in a risk preference elicitation method translate into parameter intervals rather than point estimates. We dene choices in two independent tasks as "stable" if the implied parameter intervals overlap (see, e.g., Bruner, 2009) . Whenever the sets of feasible parameters implied by the choices in two methods intersect, it cannot be ruled out that the observed choices do indeed stem from the same latent parameter Ï. In particular, we dene an indicator for each pairwise comparison of methods, which is equal to one if the implied parameter intervals overlap, and zero otherwise. As a preference stability index, we sum up these binary indicators for all six unique pairwise combinations of the four experimental risk preference elicitation methods, implying a measure between 0 and 6 on the individual level. This measure is conservative for two reasons: First, overlapping parameter intervals do not necessarily imply identical risk aversion parameters and, thus, across-methods invariance in the sense of risk preferences as a stable trait. Second, an overlap of parameter intervals could eventually be the result of random behavior or chance. For these reasons, the index has to be interpreted as a proxy for preference invariance.
In addition to the individual-level preference stability index we examine across-methods variation of risk preferences on the aggregate level by estimating a structural model for each elicitation method. We follow the procedure for structural model estimation for binary discrete choices under risk discussed in Harrison and Ruström (2008) and Wilcox (2008) . Given the assumption of an framework, the probabilities p k for the high and low lottery payos k oe {h, l} are those that are induced in the particular elicitation method by the experimenter. Thus, the expected utility of lottery i, E[u i ], is the utility of each lottery outcome, u k , weighted by the corresponding probability:
For each of the i = 1, 2, . . . , n lottery pairs, participants are assumed to choose either the less risky (or safe) lottery A or the more risky lottery B by evaluating the dierence between their expected utilities. 7 In addition, we allow for mistakes or trembles in comparing the expected utilities of the alternatives participants face, modeled as a Fechner error term (see, e.g., Hey and Orme, 1994; Loomes et al., 2002) , yielding the latent index
The additive component ‡' is a stochastic error term and can be interpreted as capturing noise in the decision maker's evaluation of the dierence between the lotteries' expected utilities, with ‡ being proportional to the standard deviation of this noise (Wilcox, 2008) .
The index ÒE[u i ], determined by latent preferences, is then linked to the participants' observed choices using the cumulative standard normal distribution (·). 8 This implies that the latent variable model of 7 In order to apply this procedure, choices in all elicitation methods need to be expressed as a series of binary choices between lottery pairs. While this is the case for the and the by default, data from the and the need to be transformed. Following Dave et al. (2010) and Crosetto and Filippin (2015) , we convert the gambles in and into implicit binary choices between two adjacent gambles assuming that utility functions are well-behaved, i.e., that preferences are singlepeaked. Thus, for the , for instance, a subject selecting 40 out of 100 boxes is assumed not only to reveal that 40 boxes are preferred to 39 but also that 39 boxes are preferred to 38, 40 boxes are preferred to 41, etc. The same rationale is applied to the observed choices in the . 8 Alternatively, the probit link could be replaced by a logit link as proposed by Luce and Suppes (1965) and employed by Camerer and Ho (1994) and Dave et al. (2010) , among others. For our data, the results turn out to be qualitatively akin for either of the two functional specications. a considered choice probability using a probit link function is given by
That is, the latent index ÒE[u i ] is linked to the observed choices by the specication that lottery B is chosen whenever (ÒE[u i ]) > 1 /2. As the standard deviation of the structural noise term, ‡, approaches zero, the probability that the observed choice reects the latent preference relation converges towards one.
The likelihood of participants' responses, L(·), thus, is a function of the parameter Ï, the standard deviation of the structural noise ‡, and the vector of n choices observed in the experimental task (y). The conditional log-likelihood function is given by
where y i denotes an indicator function taking value 1 if a participant chooses the more risky lottery B and zero otherwise, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The function ln L(Ï, ‡|y) is maximized with respect to Ï and ‡, with standard errors being clustered on the subject level, reproducing the routines for Stata proposed by Harrison and Ruström (2008) .
At this point it should be noted that random utility models, which include the model delineated above, have recently been shown to be prone to violations of monotonicity. In particular, the choice probability P (B º A) is not necessarily a decreasing function of the parameter Ï, whereas random parameter models are always monotone in this regard (Apesteguia and Ballester, 2018) . 9 However, in our specic setting, the methodology of the random parameter model has disadvantages, which are discussed in detail in Section A.5 in the Appendix. For this reason, we assume a random utility model in our analysis and only refer to the alternative model specication where relevant.
Results
In what follows we rst present evidence on the instability of risk preferences, then relate it to subjects' perceived riskiness of choices, and nally discuss potential explanations of our ndings in the light of the related literature.
Instability of Risk Preferences
In line with previous results on across-methods variation in risk preferences (see, e.g., Csermely and Rabas, 2016; Deck et al., 2013; Dulleck et al., 2015; Pedroni et al., 2017) , we nd that Spearman rank correlations between the observed number of risky choices in the four tasks are moderate but signicantly dierent from zero, varying between 0.157 and 0.326; polychoric correlations are slightly higher and vary between 0.189 and 0.396 (Tab. 1). While compared to other results reported in the literature (see e.g., Deck et al., 2013; Pedroni et al., 2017) we nd moderately higher and consistently signicant correlations, overall they are still rather low in magnitude. This indicates that the ranking across subjects is not preserved across dierent methods. Indeed, only 71.7% of the participants are consistently risk averse in all four tasks. For the remaining 28.3% of the participants, choices are associated with risk loving preferences at least once. With respect to across-methods stability of preferences, subjects on average reveal stable risk preferences in 2.8 (sd = 1.5) out of 6 possible combinations. 10 In order to appropriately interpret the degree of observed variation in preferences, it is informative to relate the experimental data to sensible benchmarks. The theoretical upper bound of the preference stability index is derived from a hypothetical subject with deterministic and stable preferences who does not make any mistakes in revealing her preferences in any of the tasks. Such a subject would act exactly as her Ï dictates and reveal invariant preferences in all six pairwise comparisons in our setting. As the sets of feasible interval estimates implied by participants' choices in the elicitation methods might intersect by pure chance, even random behavior can be expected to manifest itself in a preference stability index larger than zero. To approximate a sensible lower benchmark we thus simulate uniformly distributed choices for each of the four methods for 10,000 virtual subjects characterized by the preference functional as described above. Indeed, these simulations reveal that the lower benchmark is substantially larger than zero (m = 1.3, sd = 1.1), with only ≥ 1 /4 of the simulation outcomes ending up with 0 out of 6 possible intersections of point estimate sets. Two more simulation exercises are informative as sensible benchmarks for the experimental data. In the rst simulation, choices for each of the four tasks are drawn independently from the choice distribution observed in the laboratory data. By that means, the simulation exercise assumes that subjects treat each of the tasks independently. An alternative bench-mark, motivated by Crosetto and Filippin (2015) , is determined by virtual subjects exhibiting stochastic preferences. For this purpose, we simulate another 10,000 virtual subjects characterized by some latent parameter Ï l but add some i.i.d. noise directly to subject's inherent risk preferences for each of the four methods. In particular, we assume that the virtual subjects' latent parameter Ï l is normally distributed, with µ l = 0.6 and ‡ l = 0.3. 11 That is, the actual Ï a determining virtual subject's choices departs from their real, latent Ï l by some stochastic noise with zero mean and standard deviation ‡ a , i.e. Ï a = Ï l + ‡ a , ‡ a ≥ N (0, 0.2). The distributions of preference stability indices observed in the experiment as well as the three simulation results are depicted in Figure 1 . Eyeballing the histograms indicates that the distribution from the experimental data (panel A) can neither be fully explained by subjects choosing uniformly at random 11 The values for µ l and ‡ l are similar to aggregate maximum likelihood estimates for our sample such that the distribution of the deterministic part in the simulation resembles the overall mean and variance in risk preferences in the experiment.
(panel B), nor by subjects characterized by stochastic preferences (panel D). The simulation outcomes of independent draws from the experimental data (panel C), however, highlight considerable similarities to the experimental data. This is a surprising result, as the observed distribution in the laboratory reveals a behavioral pattern that appears as if experimental subjects would choose independently across the four elicitation methods. Despite the observed signicant correlations between risky choices across tasks, these results raise the question why participants exhibit such a high level of variation in revealing their risk preferences. 12
Perceived Riskiness of Choices
One intuitive interpretation of the above nding is that any observed heterogeneity in revealed risk attitudes results from inconsistent behavior. This implicitly assumes that subjects would want to choose as dictated by a stable risk preference relation, but are either unaware of the actual variation in their risk-taking behavior or simply unable to make choices that reect these stable preferences across tasks.
However, in what follows, we provide evidence that subjects deliberately make choices characterized by varying risk preferences across tasks.
On the aggregate level, we estimate structural models for each of the tasks, as described in Section 4. The corresponding maximum likelihood estimates,Ï and ‡, are reported in Tab. 2A. Estimates of both the coecient and the variance of noise dier considerably across methods. The estimates for all pairwise comparisons of methods are signicantly dierent from one another, except forÏ andÏ (lower triangular matrix in Tab. 2B). Dierences between the estimates of the variance of the structural noise term are statistically signicant for all comparisons of methods and show even more pronounced eect sizes (upper triangular matrix in Tab. 2B). Note that the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameter Ï are by all means comparable to estimates reported in the literature in terms of magnitude. In particular, we are not the rst to report that subjects, on average, tend to be signicantly more risk averse in the and the than in the (see, e.g., Crosetto and Filippin, 2015; Dave et al., 2010) .
Comparing point estimatesÏ ( Fig. 2A ) to the average subject-level demeaned perceived riskiness of each task (Fig. 2B ) reveals a remarkable result. Not only do the assessments of riskiness dier considerably across tasks, but the almost perfectly mirrored patterns suggest that, on average, subjects are well aware of the level of and the across-methods variation in the riskiness associated with their choices. This is a strong indicator that subjects deliberately take dierent levels of risk across tasks. This awareness even extends to the participants' assessment of the diculty of tasks. Panels C and D of Fig. 2 depict maximum likelihood estimates of the standard deviation of the noise parameter ‡ in the structural model for each elicitation method as well as the average subject-level demeaned perception of the tasks' complexity. Again, both patterns look similar to a remarkable extent, indicating that 12 Please note that there might be an eect of the dierent sizes of implied intervals of parameters Ï on the preference stability index. Both the structure and the size of the implied intervals is determined by the structure of payos and probabilities of the respective lotteries, and as such dier considerably across the four elicitation procedures examined. Assuming that the choice architecture of a particular task may systematically aect subjects' risk-taking behavior, the choice itself may also systematically aect the implied interval size and, in turn, subjects' stability indices. Hence, the relationship between the interval size and participants' susceptibility to making mistakes in revealing their actual risk preferences is not straightforward or clearly unidirectional. , , , and denote the "bomb" risk elicitation task, the certainty equivalent method, the multiple price list, and the single choice list, respectively. subjects, on average, can well assess the susceptibility to mistakes or trembles in revealing their actual preferences across methods. 13 We provide additional evidence on subjects' awareness of varying levels of risk associated with seemingly inconsistent choices across methods by extending the structural model specication outlined in section 4. In particular, we estimateÏ =Ï 0 +Ï r · r p and ‡ = ‡ 0 + ‡ c · c p , whereÏ 0 and ‡ 0 are estimates of the constants and r p and c p refer to perceived (subject-level demeaned) riskiness and complexity, respectively. The maximum likelihood estimates of risk aversion in this model signicantly correlates with participants' evaluation of the choice's riskiness (Ï r = ≠0.131, p < 0.001), and the variance of the structural noise term signicantly varies depending on subjects' appraisal of task complexity ( ‡ c = 0.065, p < 0.001). Overall, our results indicate that subjects seem to be well aware of the riskiness of their choices as well as the complexity of the decision situation.
Our ndings are in line with the observed zero correlation of (i) numeracy and (ii) task comprehension with preference stability in our experimental data: We hypothesized that subjects' ability to reveal their risk preferences may vary across the dierent elicitation methods. Subjects might make mistakes in evaluating the lotteries that are explicitly and implicitly contained in the elicitation procedures, and thus in correctly choosing the lotteries that match their preferences. Accordingly, we should nd a correlation between a subjects' level of preference stability and (i) the absolute dierence between subjects' responses and the correct answers to the comprehension questions 14 , and (ii) the achieved numeracy scale. However, both correlations are low and insignicant (Í = ≠0.089, p = 0.210 and Í = 0.033, p = 0.649, respectively). Thus, we do not nd evidence of a positive relation between a subject's numeracy or comprehension of tasks and the degree of preference stability across tasks. 15 We deem this nding anything but trivial. It corroborates the basic assumption that risk preference elicitation methods are indeed designed in a way that subjects are able to reveal their preferences irrespective of their explicit understanding of the calculations behind the lotteries. Moreover, this zero correlation is in line with our conclusion that subjects are well aware of the diculty of methods and the susceptibility to mistakes, but still make choices that dier in the riskiness across tasks.
At this point it could be argued that we cannot rule out that subjects are inconsistent. They might be unaware of being driven to varying decisions by the design of a particular method. Such unawareness, however, is not in line with our data, since ignorant subjects with stable risk preferences would have to assess their decisions as equally risky in each method. In contrast, subjects might not be able to evaluate whether they are systematically driven to more or less risky decisions by the dierent elicitation procedures. However, in this case subjects' risk assessments should be noisy, which, again, contradicts the systematic dierences in reported riskiness across methods that we nd. Moreover, we see no reason to assume that subjects make their choices according to the methods' systematic drive, which they are aware of and which contradicts their own preferences.
Therefore, we conclude that subjects deliberately make choices that reveal varying risk attitudes across methods. 16 While this result by all means challenges the procedural invariance axiom, there are several possible interpretations.
Possible Explanations
One potential explanation of the variation in risk attitudes across methods reported above is that subjects do not behave upon the same risk preference relation in dierent elicitation methods. In particular, subjects might have domain-specic risk preferences for dierent types of choices (Weber et al., 2002) .
To account for this possibility, we elicited subjects' association of methods with an investment, gambling, or insurance domain. For pairwise comparisons of methods, we test if the preference stability index is higher for subjects that assign the same domain to the two tasks compared. As reported in Table S2 in the Appendix, we do not nd a signicant eect for any of the pairwise comparisons. Although we have a rather crude measure of domain-specicity, with only three choice-options for associated domains, our result is in line with previous ndings (see, e.g., Deck et al., 2013) . Thus, we cannot conclude that domain-specic preferences are the main driver of the observed variation in revealed risk preferences. Given that our choice of domains is motivated by real-world contexts, i.e., investment, gambling, and insurance, our nding also relates to recent evidence that calls into question the external validity of experimental measures of risk preferences (see Charness et al., 2019). 17 Alternatively, each of the four methods might elicit a set of dierent preferences, which subjects are balancing in their choices. For instance, in the the worst outcome, i.e. the minimum gain, for a subject is to earn e0. This is in strong contrast to the other tasks, especially the and the where, in the worst case, subjects cannot fall below e5 and e9, respectively (Crosetto and Filippin, 2015) . A subject might make less risky decisions in a choice environment that is perceived as more risky (He and Hong, 2017) , because her risk assessment is inuenced by the possible worst outcome in the task (Anzoni and Zeisberger, 2016; Holzmeister et al., 2018) . In a similar manner, the choice structure of tasks might inuence risk-taking behavior, e.g., because subjects tend to avoid extreme choices in the opportunity sets. Examples are provided by Andersen et al. (2006) showing that the available lotteries aect choices, and by Crosetto and Filippin (2017) showing that removing choices in tasks inuences risk-taking.
Another conceivable explanation refers to the general framework of analysis. Possibly, expected utility is not the most appropriate framework to interpret subjects' preferences. Rather, they might have reference point-dependent preferences, comprising loss or disappointment aversion (see, e.g. Gul, 1991; Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) , that reveal themselves in the observed choices. 18
Eventually, given our data, we have to remain agnostic about the plausibility of some of the explanations discussed above and further examination has to be left for future research.
Conclusion
We conducted an within-subjects experiment with 198 subjects, examining revealed risk preferences in four dierent, widely used risk preference elicitation methods. In line with previous studies, we nd substantial variation in revealed risk preferences. On average, subjects' risk preferences are consistent in less than half of the pairwise comparisons of methods. Comparing the observed behavior to results from simulation exercises, we nd that the observed heterogeneity in risk preferences across tasks looks similar to the heterogeneity in independent random draws from choices in the experiment, despite signicantly positive correlations between risky choices across tasks. As a novel contribution, we relate the observed behavior to subjects' perceived riskiness of choices reported in a questionnaire. 17 However, for evidence on the external explanatory power of incentivized measures see, e.g., Anderson and Mellor (2008) and Lusk and Coble (2005) ; for survey based measures see, e.g., Barsky et al. (1997) , Beauchamp et al. (2017) , and Dohmen et al. (2011) . 18 Carbone and Hey (1995) argue that the preference functional that can explain subjects' choices may be conditional on the elicitation method. However, recent evidence suggests that the elicitation of risk attitudes is more sensible to the method used than the assumed preference functional (Zhou and Hey, 2017) . In line with these results, Pedroni et al. (2017) and Friedman et al. (2018) do not nd evidence for superior alternative explanatory frameworks. See also Vosgerau and Peer (2018) for evidence of malleability of preferences under uncertainty.
Notably, subjects seem to be well aware of the level of risk associated with their choices, even though the observed behavior can be characterized by varying risk attitudes. We interpret this as a piece of evidence that participants make their choices deliberately. This suggests that subjects' behavior cannot be readily interpreted as inconsistent and that the standard assumption of procedural invariance should be reconsidered.
Our results have several implications: First, they shed light on previous ndings on within-as well as between-subject variation of revealed risk preferences across dierent elicitation methods, in that observed behavior might not be easily dismissed as inconsistency. Second, our results call for a reassessment of the common research practice of choosing among dierent elicitation procedures based on purely pragmatic reasons. Similar to the results reported by (Loomes and Pogrebna, 2014; Zhou and Hey, 2017) , our ndings indicate that the choice of the elicitation method may well have a major impact on the elicited preferences. Eventually, we hope that our results contribute to a fruitful discussion on across-methods stability of revealed risk preferences and the methodology of risk preference elicitation in general.
A. Appendix
In order to investigate individual-level characteristics that could potentially explain the observed (in)variance of revealed risk preferences across the four risk preference elicitation tasks, subjects in the experiment were asked to answer additional questionnaires. For each subject, specic questions on the tasks followed the same ordering as the completion of each task to avoid confusion. To simplify discrimination between the four dierent decision problems, the tasks were labeled with color names and highlighted in the respective color whenever displayed to subjects (see the Electronic Supplementary Material for screenshots of the entire experiment).
A.1. Questionnaires
Immediately after subjects had made their decision in any of the four tasks, they self-reported how risky they perceive their decision to be and how condent they feel with the particular choices they made. Each decision, as participants have just completed it, was depicted on screen and questions were answered on a scale from 1 ("not at all risky/condent") to 7 ("very risky/condent"): (i) "How risky do you consider your own decision (indicated above)?" and (ii) "How condent do you feel with your decision indicated above?" Experimental results of the answers to these questions are reported in Panel A and B of Fig. S1 .
After completing all elicitation methods, subjects answered additional questionnaires explicitly comparing the four tasks. For completing the comparative questionnaires, subjects received a payment of e3.00. Questions were answered on a scale from 1 ("not agree at all") to 7 ("fully agree") and read as follows: (i) "the task is easy to understand and can be answered straightforwardly, " (ii) "the task involves complex calculations and requires deliberating on the trade-o between expected outcomes and the inherent riskiness of the dierent outcomes, " and (iii) "completing the task is annoying and boring. " Experimental results of the answers to these questions are reported in Panel C, D, and E of Fig. S1 , respectively. Tab. S1 reports correlations between the questionnaire items and the preference stability index.
Note several characteristics in subjects' responses to the ve questions as depicted in Fig. S1 : First, general levels of mean responses on condence and simplicity of choices across tasks are fairly high, whereas they are rather low for answers on boredom and complexity. In general, this can be considered as good news for experimental research on risk preferences. Second, there is substantial variation in response levels of riskiness, condence, simplicity and complexity. Thus, subjects seem to perceive the tasks and their choices across methods quite dierently. In addition to the ndings reported in the paper, this result calls for more caution in choosing a particular method to elicit risk preferences. Third, while reported complexity of the tasks seems to clearly relate to subjects' mistakes, as reported in the paper, self-assessed condence on a subject's decision does not. We conjecture that the assessed condence does encompass a variety of subjects' attributes, rather than only relating to complexity and diculty of methods. Fourth, although we cannot conclusively determine whether a set of dierent preferences across methods inuences subjects' choices in our experiment, this could explain the pattern observed in the self-reported assessment of condence. For instance, condence is lowest in the with the minimum possible gain (namely zero, regardless of how many boxes are selected) in our experimental set-up (for a discussion on the impact of the availability of safe options, see, e.g. Crosetto and Filippin, 2017) . However, this reasoning is only speculative and further examination of such a relation has to be left for future research. Figure S1 : Subject-level demeaned scores (left y-axis) and mean levels (right y-axis) for self-reported answers to survey questions on (A) riskiness of own decision, (B) condence in own decision, (C) simplicity of task instructions, (D) complexity of calculations involved, and (E) boredom, separated by tasks. In all panels, error bars indicate 95% condence intervals; n = 198. , , , and denote the "bomb" risk elicitation task, the certainty equivalent method, the multiple price list, and the single choice list, respectively.
At the very end of the experiment, participants were asked to state their preferences for a task in future experiments (as a single choice). Of the 198 subjects 30.8% prefer , 31.3% , 21.7% , and 16.2% . There is not much dierence between and , which are favoured, while is the least preferred task. 
A.2. Domain Attribution
In comparing the four elicitation methods, subjects were also asked whether they associate the decision problem with an investment, gambling, or insurance domain using a drop-down eld with the three possible options. Responses per task are reported in Table S2 . Preference stability rate for pairwise comparisons of risk preference elicitation methods separated by attributions to the same domain or dierent domains is reported in S2. Figure S2 : Subjects' attribution of domains-(i) investment, (ii) gambling, and (iii) insurance-separated by risk preference elicitation methods. n = 198. , , , and denote the "bomb" risk elicitation task, the certainty equivalent method, the multiple price list, and the single choice list, respectively. 
A.3. Task Comprehension and Numeracy
Subjects were asked to estimate (i) the expected payo, (ii) the probability to earn less than e5.50 and (iii) the probability to earn more than e14.50 for the risk neutral decision (depicted as a screenshot) in each of the four tasks. On average, subjects responses deviated from the correct answers by 164.4% (sd = 92.4%) in , 111.7% (sd = 69.7%) in , 177.0% (sd = 95.6%) in , and 57.7% (sd = 60.9%) in .
In addition, we included an 8-item Rasch-validated numeracy inventory (Weller et al., 2013) , including two items on cognitive reection 19 , to assess participants' numerical skills. The numeracy inventory was incentivized with e0.50 for each correct answer. On average, participants correctly answered 5.49 (sd = 1.57) out of 8 questions.
While subjects have rather high levels of numeracy, their estimation of expected returns and probabilities show strong deviations from the correct answers. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that actual errors in estimations are not necessarily in line with the perceived complexity of tasks. While subjects seem to be able to assess the susceptibility to errors in making choices in the tasks according to their risk preferences, as argued in the paper, this self-assessment seems not to be directly related to the ability to calculate expected returns and probabilities. This further corroborates the-often implicitly made-assumption that subjects can reveal their preferences in the tasks without explicitly being able to correctly solve the calculations behind the tasks' lotteries.
A.4. Order Eects
In order to prevent that the ordering of risk preference elicitation procedures systematically aects subjects' risk-taking behavior, the sequence of tasks in the experiment was randomized on the subject level. Yet, despite the randomization, one could hypothesize that risk preferences, and/or subjects' susceptibility to making mistakes in evaluating the alternatives, might be aected by the task ordering. For instance, it might be the case that subjects try to balance the overall risk they take in the experiment, i.e., subjects may take systematically more (less) risk if their decision in the previous task involves a low (high) level of risk. Likewise, due to learning eects, subjects might be less prone to making errors in evaluating the choices in tasks that appear towards the end of the sequence; or, on the contrary, one could argue that fatigue increases the likelihood of making mistakes, etc. To rule out that spurious eects drive the results reported in the main text, Tables S3 and S4 summarize additional analyses examining potential order eects. In particular, Table S3A reports maximum likelihood estimates of the structural model (as described in Section 4) for each of the four positions in the random task sequence. Table S3B shows the pairwise dierences in point estimates of Ï and ‡ between the four positions in the sequence. Apparently, none of the dierences-neither for the coecient Ï nor for the standard deviation of the noise parameter ‡-is statistically signicantly dierent from zero.
To rule out that our main ndings are impaired by some systematic eect of a particular task on the succeeding one, we estimate the structural model for each of the four risk preference elicitation methods, controlling for the preceding one in the random sequence. Indeed, as depicted in Table S4 , none of the dichotomous controls-neither for Ï nor ‡-turns out to be statistically signicant, suggesting that our results are not aected by potential interrelations between preceding and succeeding tasks in the ordering.
The analyses above only provide insights for potential eects of the task ordering on the estimates of the mean parameters in the structural model, but not on individual-level instability of preference estimates across methods. To address the latter, we examine potential order eects with respect to the stability index dened in Section 4. Given that there are four tasks, each of which might take any of the four positions in the sequence, there are n = 4! possible permutations. 20 To evaluate whether specic permutations induce signicantly dierent stability indices, we conduct 24 t-tests, each comparing the mean stability index of one particular permutation to the mean stability index of the remaining 23 task Table S4 : Maximum likelihood estimates of structural models with Fechner error terms for each of the four risk preference elicitation methods, controlling for the preceding task. , , , and denote the "bomb" risk elicitation task, the certainty equivalent method, the multiple price list, and the single choice list, respectively. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Table S5 : (A) Maximum likelihood estimates of random parameter models for each of the four risk preference elicitation methods. Standard errors, clustered on the subject level, are reported in parentheses. (B) Pairwise dierences in point estimates of risk preference parameters Ï (lower-triangular matrix) and precision parameters ⁄ (upper-triangular matrix) between the four risk preference elicitation methods. p-values are based on pairwise Wald tests. , , , and denote the "bomb" risk elicitation task, the certainty equivalent method, the multiple price list, and the single choice list, respectively. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Panel B 0.779*** −0.320 −0.947*** 0.241*** −1.099*** −1.726*** 0.043 −0.199*** −0.627* −0.078* −0.320*** −0.121* sequences. It turns out that the stability indices do not statistically dier from other permutations for any of the 24 dierent sequences (t-values vary between 0.033 and 1.754; corresponding p-value range from 0.973 to 0.081, respectively).
Panel
Overall, the analyses summarized above provide strong evidence that the results presented in the main text are not spurious in the sense that they might be the result of order or learning eects.
A.5. Alternative Model Specication
In addition to the estimates based on the random utility model reported in the main text, we report estimates of the random parameter model in Table S5 . It is reassuring that our main ndings are corroborated by qualitatively similar results: while the point estimates of the parameter Ï turn out to be higher for all tasks (which is in line with the results reported by Apesteguia and Ballester, 2018) , the ordering of parameter estimates across tasks is preserved and the patterns of statistically signicant dierences between tasks remain similar.
In a recent article, Apesteguia and Ballester (2018) prove that random utility models may violate monotonicity in the sense that the probability of choosing the more risky alternative in a binary choice setting is an increasing function of the risk preference parameter. Yet, Apesteguia and Ballester (2018) show that random parameter models, as introduced by Eliashberg and Hauser (1985) and Loomes and Sugden (1995) , are always monotone in the choice probability.
In contrast to binary random utility models, where the noise term is modelled to distort the evaluation of expected utilities of the two alternatives, the noise term in random parameter models distorts the decision maker's preference parameter. That is, the decision maker is assumed to choose the alternative that maximizes the utility given a particular coecient of risk aversion Ï, distorted by a common random error '. In the random parameter model, the probability of choosing alternative B has the closed form of e ⁄Ï ú /(e ⁄Ï ú + e ⁄Ï ), where Ï ú refers to the parameter which equates the expected utilities of the two lotteries, i.e., u Ï ú (A) = u Ï ú (B), and ⁄ denotes a precision parameter which is inversely related to the variance of a random noise term (Apesteguia and Ballester, 2018) . Note that a decrease in Ï (i.e., a decrease in risk aversion) implies a decrease in the denominator, guaranteeing that the choice probability increases and monotonicity is preserved.
Despite the advantage of the random parameter model, we chose to report results in the Appendix for two reasons: First, the value of Ï ú is practically not determinable for the dominated choices in the and i.e. for 2 out of 9 binary choices in the and for 2 out of 99 binary choices in the .
Applying the random parameter model, thus, implies that 396 observations need to be dropped from the analysis for both the and the . Second, the solutions for the values of Ï ú turn out to be labile for several binary choices, in particular for very low (k < 5) and very high (k > 90) numbers of selected boxes in the , but also for the most and least risk averse decisions in the other three tasks. Given the properties of the power function representing subjects' utility, solutions to the non-linear equations are overly sensitive to marginal deviations and, thus, computationally hard to approximate. The extent to which the parameter estimates of a particular task are impaired by these eects may well be systematic in nature since the parameter ranges covered by the dierent elicitation procedures -and thereby the values of the solutions for Ï ú and, as a result, the precision of solutions for Ï úvary substantially. Irrespective of which model is considered superior given our data, it is eventually reassuring that our main results are robust in both specications.
